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DISCRETE CALENDAR YEAR PERFORMANCE
Period

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

Fund (%)

-8.3

18.9

26.8

9.4

0.2

Benchmark (%)

-9.9

15.8

18.6

5.1

-0.7

31/12/2018

31/12/2017

31/12/2016

31/12/2015

31/12/2014

-8.3

18.9

26.8

9.4

0.2

STANDARDISED PERFORMANCE
Period 1 year to
Fund (%)

PORTFOLIO SUMMARY
MARKET CAP

TOP 10 HOLDINGS
Novartis AG

5.3%

Novo Nordisk AS DKK0.2 Series B

4.2%

Deutsche Telekom AG

3.8%

Gaztransport Et Techniga

3.7%

Swedish Match AB

3.5%

Loomis AB Series 'B'

3.4%

Kongsberg Gruppen ASA

3.3%

Bayer AG

3.3%

Orange

3.3%

Munich Reinsurance Company

3.3%

Total
Sources: Waverton Investment Management, Morningstar.
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PORTFOLIO SUMMARY - CONTINUED
COUNTRY

SECTOR

Sweden - 19.8%

Industrials - 23.6%

Germany - 17.9%

Health Care - 15.2%

France - 13.8%

Materials - 15.1%
Communication Services - 9.9%

Portugal - 12.7%

Consumer Staples - 8.3%

Spain - 8.2%

Energy - 6.8%

Switzerland - 7.9%

Utilities - 6.4%

Italy - 5.2%

Financials - 6.1%

Finland - 5.0%

Consumer Discretionary - 5.3%

Denmark - 4.3%

Information Technology - 0.0%

Norway - 3.4%

Real Estate - 0.0%

Other - 1.8%

Cash - 3.3%
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PORTFOLIO ACTIVITY
Purchase
No new purchases

Month
Oct - Dec 2018

Sale
No complete sells

MARKET REVIEW
The MSCI Europe ex-UK index delivered a total return of -9.9% in 2018, with most of the fall occurring in the last three months as
trade tensions rose. The fund fell by 8.3% which, amazingly, still makes it firmly top quartile against all peers for the year.
The worst performing sector in 2019 was Financials which remains the fund’s major sector underweight; we own only one bank, and
held a few insurance companies which performed better. A mini banks’ recovery was brought to an end in September with the onset
of the Italian government’s budgetary spat with the EU. Overall the Financials sector was up in Q3, but down from its January peak
when some investors had the mistaken belief that European banks were about to start benefitting from a rising interest rate cycle.
Healthcare was another positive sectoral contributor for us, examples of which are discussed below. The overweight to the industrial
sector was the major sectoral detractor.

PERFORMANCE REVIEW
The fourth quarter was mostly a sector allocation game in a falling market. Simply being underweight financials was our biggest positive
contributor, narrowly followed by our underweight to technology and consumer discretionary stocks. We did get caught by having an
overweight in industrials and materials and not enough “defensive” consumer staples.
The key driver to the relative outperformance over the year was, as is often the case, stock selection. LivaNova and Elekta, both
Medtech stocks, came through with exciting new products that were being signed off by regulators. We sold the former on valuation
grounds, and took prudent and timely profits in the latter. The biggest detractor was BATs due to US regulators’ more hostile stance
towards vaping and flavoured cigarettes among children.
What we find interesting is that, while earnings projections in 2019 and 2020 for financials and technology have been coming down,
earnings expectations of companies we own in the industrial sector are holding up well. If we shift into a proper recession these will
no doubt fall with the rest of the market, but if (and this is the big if) they do deliver there is substantial upside here on some very high
yielding shares. Navigator, our paper & pulp investment, let it be known that they were buying back shares following the share price
fall of a third, while pulp prices stay at recent record high prices.
Regular observers will have spotted that we bought a few telecoms and utilities in the spring/summer (as their longer term product
pricing compression was abating combined with low valuation and high yield), going from underweight to overweight. The timing was
fortuitous here.
Finally, GTT was a great stock. They are specialists in membranes needed in both natural gas carriers and increasingly for natural gas
powered general shipping. These membranes hold the gas in place on ships and GTT virtually controls the market. They have been
benefitting from the secular rise in gas as an increasingly popular fuel and order flow in the stock is hitting new highs.

STOCK EXAMPLE
Looking forward – how does one select stocks? Defensive? Over the last 30 years of investing we have been through enough rough
markets to know the importance of the 5 key attributes that we look for in stocks, but also that the only truly safe stocks are those
that are not over valued and have identifiable and material growth prospects.
Not surprisingly, the recent risk off market has encouraged investors into mega cap defensive pharmaceuticals like Europe’s 3rd largest
company, Roche. Earlier this year we sold our shares in this company because it no longer met our five criteria, principally violating our
requirement for earnings visibility. Below we explain why we think the investment case has been stretched and where we believe the
market is pricing in highly optimistic assumptions.
When analysing a company, we try to look out as far as we can. In the case of Roche, 5 years seems appropriate and the arithmetic is
reasonably clear to us.
Over the next 5 years, Roche’s three mega, highly profitable, blockbuster drugs have patents expiring (Herceptin, Avastin and
Mabthera) that account for $20b in sales, a third of the company’s revenue. Like most pharma companies they try hard to replace the
old with new blockbusters – no simple matter. If they hadn’t bought Genentech there would have been nothing significant coming out
of Roche for years.
So what is the market expecting to fill this hole or is it ignoring a potential earnings cliff?
Firstly, the $10b lost Herceptin sales are expected to be replaced by a combination of three newly approved drugs which may,
optimistically, have similar profitability. Whilst requiring favourable conditions, this is plausible and of less concern than the other $10b
of sales that will be lost from Avastin and Mabthera.
This revenue is supposed to be replaced by five smaller products of which two are key and would account for nearly $7b in sales.
Looking into these two key products makes us particularly concerned about the assumptions being made. Ocrevus (for Relapsing
Remitting Multiple Sclerosis) is expecting to capture $4.5bn of sales from a market of $20bn, a market which Exane BNP, for example,
do not expect to grow by value. We are highly sceptical about their ability to gain this share while maintaining the current price of
$65,000 pa per patient. Whilst the product is effective, there is an inability of payers to afford it. Using the UK as an example: NICE
have only just given approval for three pretty ineffective products (Avonex (Biogen), Copaxone (TEVA) & Rebif). Meanwhile other
competitors are producing good products such as Aubagio (Sanofi), Gilenya (Novartis), Mavenclad (Merck), Tysabri (Biogen) &
Tecfidera (Biogen).
Our concern with their second key product Tecentriq is that it is late to the oncology party with its anti PD-L1, where Keytruda and
Opdivo are leading the pack followed by Imfinzi, Bavencio. It may be that Tecentriq is a winner too, but there is a deluge of similar
follow up products from many other players. We anticipate that it will be a “winner takes all” scenario with Tecentriq the possible, but
unlikely winner. The others will fight over the scraps. This sort of binary outcome for an integral revenue stream, when success has
largely been priced in, does not fit with our investment philosophy.
Unless something changes Roche will struggle to stand still and it is not inexpensive; investors that hold it for its defensive qualities will
likely be disappointed.

OUTLOOK
As John Kenneth Galbraith famously stated, "There are two kinds of forecasters: those who don't know, and those who don't know
that they don't know". We are certainly in the former group, but that does not stop us from trying to read the tea leaves of the future.
Generally investors are optimistic at the start of the year and Continental European equity markets may fare better in 2019 than in
2018. However, the outlook remains unclear.
If Trump, Xi and the EU settle their trade differences there could be an enormous relief rally. Were this to be combined with a
weakening US dollar and emerging markets recovery then our European industrials and materials companies would benefit big time.
Finally there could well be a switch by US investors into Europe -after 10 years of Europe underperforming the US there is plenty of
room for a mean reversion trade to push our lowly rated companies much higher.
If trade talks get stuck – then it’s all about how earnings develop for the companies we invest in. Either way, recession or recovery,
good pricing power and good visibility become more important supports to stock valuations and that is why we spend our time
working on these aspects along with a very keen interest in valuation.
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FUND FACTS
Launch Date

ANALYST

FUND

AVERAGE PEER
GROUP

Fund Volatility (%)

9.9

11.6

Index Volatility (%)

10.8

-

Sharpe Ratio

1.1

0.5

RISK STATISTICS

14th November 2005

3Y Annualised

Morningstar Category Europe Ex-UK Large Cap Equity
Benchmark

MSCI Europe ex UK TR

Fund Size

£44.7m

No. of Holdings

35

Domicile

Luxembourg

Sedol

BD5NVQ7

Bloomberg Code

ZENEINR:LX

Fund Type

SICAV

Base Currency

GBP

Other Currencies

None

Ex Dividend Dates

31-Jan 2018 (1.25p), 18-Jul 2018 (3.95p)

Information Ratio

1.0

-0.2

Tracking Error

4.2

4.5

Alpha (%)

5.6

-0.9

Beta

0.8

1.0

88.3

-

Active Share (% - Current)

FUND INFORMATION
Share class

ISIN

Minimum

AMC

INC/ACC

NAV

Historic yield (%)

Ongoing charge (%)

A GBP

LU0968447606

1,000,000 GBP

0.75%

INC

1.79

2.91%

1.01%

L GBP

LU0968447515

500,000 GBP

1.00%

INC

1.68

2.93%

1.30%
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Risk Warning: Past performance is no guide to future performance. The value of holdings may fall as well as rise. All financial investments involve an element
of risk. The level of income from the investment may fluctuate in value. Currency movements may also affect the value of the investment. If the currency in
which the past performance is displayed differs from the currency of the country in which you reside, then you should be aware that due to exchange rate
fluctuations the performance shown may increase or decrease if converted into your local currency.
For full details of investment risks please refer to the Prospectus. A copy of the full prospectus and the KIID is available from Waverton Investment
Management or ACD, Casa4 Funds.
Sources: Waverton, Morningstar.
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